Reflections on Ratherheath
By Barry McLeod

The ‘Old Boathouse’ peg, looking down the back arm.
Not long ago, it could have been said that recent history has not favoured Ratherheath Tarn. As
the ‘Jewel in the Crown’ of coarse fishing in the Lake District and Cumbria as a whole it’s been a
little bit of a ‘Rollercoaster ride’ for this fishery in terms of its medium and long term viability as
a sustainable coarse fishery. Unfortunately for a while, the focus was targeted solely at the trout
fishing side of the club, if only for a few short years.
I’m pleased to say that the future for Ratherheath is now looking exceptionally bright due to the
hard work of a number of hardy individuals who have worked tirelessly to improve this coarse
water as well as Cleabarrow Tarn and Castlehead Fishery over the last 2 years or so – perhaps
more of them in another article.
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The surprising thing is, that despite not being taken care of [until recently] in a manner that it
really should have, Ratherheath provided many, many anglers with fantastic fishing and more
than just a few ‘Red Letter Days’ to remember the place by. Me being one!
My own first real experience of Ratherheath was while fishing a number of pleasure sessions the
year after it had been emptied and treated for an unfortunate invasion of top mouthed gudgeon;
the lake was blighted by an invasive species unlike our lovable UK fish - that eats the eggs of other
fish and breeds like wildfire. Despite this, the tarn bounced back better than ever with great
catches of silver fish (bream, roach and tench) and carp for members who pleasure fished the
venue as often as they could.
A Moody Lake
It was not unusual to experience 4 seasons in a day on Ratherheath Tarn if it was windy – warm
calm sunshine through to cold wind and rain and everything in between. If it was not [windy],
and it started to rain it could be very miserable indeed and a number of hardy individuals got
soaked to their underwear (even with so called top of the range Gore-Tex suits – how does that
happen then?). If it was warm it never seemed to put the fishing off; if on the other hand it was
cold then the temperature of the rain going in made it a totally different story. The fact that the
tarn was fed from the run off of the adjacent field at the dam/ bund wall made it worse – especially
if there was a match, as everybody realised this fact and knew that the fishing was going to be
hard but carried on regardless.
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Ratherheath rain…ugh!
In the hot spells you could take carp off the surface with floating baits. This tactic had to be
employed early in the season though before the ducks had got a chance to breed, as they did every
year in great numbers. This made it impossible to use a floating bait until the September shooting
season brought nature’s balance back.
Winter saw the colour drop out of the tarn as fish were less active than they had been over the
warmer months. But, you could still catch roach and some skimmers, occasionally the odd carp,
if you were prepared to put in the time.
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Richard Kernick with a nicely coloured, summer common.
The best months to fish were invariably from the end of March through to October depending on
the weather. If I was to pick the best two months [in my experience] it was May and September.
Other members’ experiences might differ but even when you were not catching as you’d have
liked, the tarn was always a glorious place to fish due to the backdrop of mature deciduous
woodland which magnified the solitude of the place. Really, it was as far as you could get – even
in a match – from the busy, bustling ‘garden pond’ feeling that you get from most of the
commercial fisheries in the North West. Without wanting to ‘diss’ these fisheries, as they provide
an important and at times mental health saving necessity, fisheries in the South Lakes such as
WADAA had under its umbrella - including Ratherheath - provided a totally different experience
altogether.
The Tarn’s Inhabitants
It was not just fish that Ratherheath was home to. Birdlife (apart from the mallard ducks) was
extremely varied and my time at the fishery witnessed many of the things that you perhaps only
see as an angler – often due to the unholy times of the day that we actually go fishing. I remember
vividly, a female sparrow hawk cheekily and brutally diving into the old boathouse to repeatedly
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steal chicks from the large family of swallows that choose this refuge as their home every year
that I can remember. Kingfishers were a common site darting along the top of the water in front
of the rhododendron bushes – then in an instant disappearing, just as you’d managed to focus on
their magnificent colours.

A Ratherheath Bream.
Back to the fish, Ratherheath carp were a right mixed bunch; some of the commons were totally
black with dark brown fins; some were more lightly coloured with the more usual orange fins.
What they had in common was that they could fight - especially in the shallow water of the tarn.
Many pole rigs have been smashed to pieces following a dramatic bow wave appearing in and
then out of an angler’s swim. The lake’s tench, bream, skimmers and roach were nearly always in
tip top condition – the roach especially, latterly, were proper little fat dumpy things that belied
their weight and there were a lot of them at one point as well. A number of very large perch were
beginning to show, no doubt feeding on the same roach.
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A Ratherheath carp
Strong Tow
A striking characteristic of the shallow tarn was the strong tow that could develop the minute the
wind got up - often going against the wind. Sometimes your float ran through as if you were fishing
a river; this included pole floats as well as wagglers. It didn’t seem to put the fish off though, as
you could let the float run through dragging shot on the bottom to slow it down a bit and still get
‘proper under’ bites.
One memorable time, this happened to me in a match when I started earnestly on the pole on peg
19 which was often good for a few proper bream close in. An hour passed without much to show
for my efforts except to say that I’d experienced a number of tangles which had me cursing.
Anyway, I decided to ‘throw the pole up the bank’ and get my waggler rod out and fish into the
main bowl of the lake. After loose feeding heavily with 4mm pellets for another 45 minutes and
letting my double maggot hook bait bob its way through my swim (a good 25m chuck with a 3g
loaded straight waggler) when it dragged slowly under. A low strike to the left and my rod bent
into a good fish and a few minutes later I put the net under a proper 4lb bream. You know you’ve
hooked something decent on Ratherheath when you experience that satisfying non movement of
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whatever you’ve put yourself in contact with, followed by the boil of an as yet unidentified
creature realising that it’s hooked, just under the surface in 3 foot of water.
Three more of these dark, almost purple finned bream (biggest around 5 ½ lb) and a good number
of skimmers around the 2lb range followed over the next three hours resulting in a great
afternoon’s fishing and a match winning 34lb net of bream/ skimmers. Unfortunately a few larger
fish were foul hooked for a few moments then lost along with one of the biggest perch I’d ever
hooked, slipping off just before I tried to net it. I later found out that a number of members had
fished successfully for these large perch (3lb plus) with prawns. I would have tried this tactic
however - like many anglers - not many of the prawns would have made it to the hooking stage.
The Match Scene
The WADAA/ Kendal DAC match group also used the tarn a few times a year for their monthly
matches and also evening matches; these were invariably well attended and produced some great
winning weights. In addition to this, Nick Butterfield [our coarse fishing committee member who
is spearheading the recent improvements to coarse fishing for the club] ran a number of Saturday
morning matches in March and April, from 7’00am till 12.00midday, when the tarn was less busy
at the weekends and these invariably produced fantastic catches of roach and sometimes bream.
On a few occasions there were ‘roach races’ such was the excellent stocks of dumpy roach
between 3 and 6 ounces (sometimes bigger). It was hoped at the time that these fish would grow
on but unfortunately this was not to be the case for various reasons.
Winning match catches came from all around the lake however there were a few notable pegs
that were known for being favourable and could throw up serious match winning weights:
Peg 1 Fishing peg 1 due to its isolation (apart from when the pegs on the opposite bank were put
in or occupied) was always interesting due to the carp and larger bream that moved in here at
certain times. Sometimes the roach lived here for a spell as well but as ever you needed to gauge
what was present on any given day.
Pegs 9 and 11 accounted for many match winning weights in 20lb to 35lb bracket. Bream
invariably featured in these nets as those in the know would either fish really (unbelievably) short
or would fish into the main bowl of that part of the tarn where the bream lived most of the time.
Peg 19 – Good bream peg See page 5
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Peg 22 was a good all-round peg due to its platform position that juts out into the main area of
the front arm of the lake. It could be relied upon for roach and for the bream to turn up at some
point during the session – as long as you fed it right.

Peg 1 on the Back arm
The Inter Cumbria competitions were born around the same time as this and both Ratherheath
and Atkinsons Tarn were used as venues. If you take a look at the catch records you’ll see the
venue fished well even for so many of the pegs to be used on such a shallow piece of water. The
events were very well attended; we used Burnside Cricket Club as the draw and prize giving
venue which was fantastic and generated a lot of excitement for those taking part. You tend only
to hear of these big matches taking place in the Midlands or in the South via Angling Times, but
this was a big deal for all of the 6 anglers chosen to fish for the six clubs they were representing:
Furness Anglers, Border Match Anglers, Carlisle AC, Kendal DAC and WADDA as the host club.
On a personal note I had a nice run of form in matches after I’d spent most of the spring and
summer fishing nowhere else when I won the July Summer League match, weighing in 63lb – 4oz
with fish including 4 double figure carp and 5 large bream.
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Having drawn Peg 1 (old peg numbers) in the back arm of the tarn, I settled into my swim and as
usual opted to hedge my bets and fish for silvers and bream. This proved to be the wrong decision
as the first three bites (hooked fish) destroyed my silver fish rigs in the first hour. However,
remaining undeterred I got out my carp tops and managed to snare 4 good carp before the bream
moved in.

The author with a carp caught in a match.
I’m not sure who was more surprised, me or the rest of the guys who did the usual walk around
the lake with the scales. There were two good weights of 34lb and a 27lb of bream and roach
already weighed in, which were normally enough on their own to win any match, when, with a bit
of help I dragged my keep net onto the bank, I realised that I definitely had experienced one of
those Red Letter days I mentioned earlier.
Normally the carp get hooked and lost on the pole but I’d hung on for dear life for four of these
brutes after a false start and added some milder mannered bream, to have an unforgettable match
win. I, like a number of other anglers, had some great days on Ratherheath but to have a net like
this in a match was an unusual feat to say the least.
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Website article/ match report from back in the day.
Saturday Morning Matches
For the Saturday morning matches run by Nick Butterfield in early March and April (not part of
the league), it was an opportunity, given the quality roach sport that emerged, for Nick and myself
and a few others to employ the forgotten art of waggler fishing - casting a short waggler into 3
foot of water and spraying maggots over the top
It provided interesting fishing in that you knew the bigger bream were going to show up at some
time but you had to get a decent back up weight of roach in the meantime. You also had to consider
that carp could show up at any time and either smash your roach gear up, or if you were lucky,
take you a merry dance across the lake (carp have nowhere to go in 3 feet of water except
horizontally in any direction) and it makes for hair raising angling. Most skirmishes ending in a
few seconds of extreme violence that leaves you feeling violated in an odd angling way!
You had to watch your feeding in terms of the silt and leaf litter that was prevalent across many
swims on the lake as your peg could end up like the proverbial Jacuzzi that normally ends up with
making the fish even more difficult to catch. Pellets were the best option on the pole, with maggots
and casters (generally speaking) better for the smaller fish.
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The large bream, when you could get them were big mature dark creatures of anything around 4
– 6 lb and a few of these could get you out of jail in a big way if you could encourage them to stay
in your swim long enough.
The match scene on Ratherheath continued until the point that it was clear that more really had
to be done if it [Ratherheath] was to fulfil its great potential as a truly mixed coarse fishery located
in historic woodland surroundings. Coarse members dwindled over the space of 4 years or so and
water quality dropped, bird and otter predation was rampant and vandalised or broken platforms
were left to rot.
Looking to the Future
The plan going forward is to encourage wide use of Ratherheath as the prime coarse fishing venue
in Cumbria and South Lakes for members, pleasure and match fishing with special attention given
to supporting and encouraging less able anglers and juniors into the club. Funding that has been
made available has been put to fantastic use at Ratherheath with specially built wide pegs with
safety barriers for coaching and assisting less abled anglers.
The otter fence has been installed along with the installation of special fish refuges and planted
areas to enable fish survival over the winter months when the colour drops out of the water. Peg
numbers have been reduced from 46 to 30 to provide focus on areas on the tarn that produce well
for the carp, pleasure and match anglers who visit. Last but not least, the club has sanctioned an
ambitious fish stocking programme that will hopefully provide great sport and enjoyment for all
members in the coming years. All in all, the future looks very bright!
Article Ends
Footnote
Barry McLeod is a keen match and pleasure angler who lives in Lancaster. Barry moved to the North
West of England having lived, and worked in London and the Southeast of England for many years
and struggled to find coarse waters in the South lakes when he moved north in the millennium year.
He was therefore awestruck by the beauty and tranquillity – as well as the quality of the fishing –
when he first set eyes on Ratherheath Tarn and subsequently started to fish on this unique and
wonderful water. Barry hopes that this article will add to the increasingly abundant information
provided by the rejuvenated coarse leadership team of Windermere and Ambleside District Angling
Club. Do yourself a favour and join Membership Page now.
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